
Fabarm Elos 2 Elite MDS superimposed shotgun
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4062-Fabarm-Elos-2-Elite-MDS-superimposed-shotgun

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber

Chamber
(mm)

Shots Trigger Ejection Chokes MSRP

FA3112M Elos 2 Elite 12/76 71cm BZ338 C cal. 12  76 mm  2  SMT  Ext.  5 I.C.  
2895.00 € incl.

tax

FA3120M
Elos 2 ELITE Cal 20 -

71cm 
BZ339 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  SMT  Ext.  5 I.C.  

2895.00 € incl.
tax

FA3126M
Elos 2 ELITE Cal 20 -

76cm 
BZ345 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  SMT  Ext.  5 I.C.  

2895.00 € incl.
tax

The Fabarm Elos 2 Elite superimposed hunting rifle is distinguished by its steel action frame and its
elegant engraving reminiscent of the world of game hunting.
The rocker is low, its curved sides, the length discreetly modern, all ideally proportioned.

Tribore HP superimposed satin bronzed barrels in forged and chrome steel tested with steel balls at
1630 Bars.
5 Inner HP 82 mm chokes included (Cylindrical-Short-Medium-Long-Xtreme)
Forged steel rocker with marbled finish.
Pistol stock in sanded and oiled wood - Tulip handguard
Selective golden and textured mono trigger
Stock length: 372mm - Slope at cheek: 38 - Slope at heel: 58
Delivered in full suitcase

 

 

A weapon with beautiful animal engravings and a surface finish favoring contrast and highlighting hunting
scenes.

The carefully selected oiled walnut stock brings, with its pretty colors, a real touch of elegance.
Its TRIBORE HP barrel, lightweight and tested at 1630 Bar, optimizes the balance of the weapon and
the innovative profile of the handguard makes it really easy to handle and pleasant to use for long
hours.

Fabarm hunting and trap rifles are steel ball tested at 1630 Bars (340 bars more than the Saint-Etienne test). It
is therefore possible to use High Performance steel cartridges in Fabarm rifles. In addition, the design of the
Inner HP and Exis HP chokes (Fabarm registered trademarks) allows the firing of steel balls with chokes
greater than the half-choke, while respecting CIP standards. This feature is a Fabarm exclusive.

Length of chokes: 82mm
Forged steel rocker with gold engraving
Rocker finish: marbled with gilding

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

       

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4062-Fabarm-Elos-2-Elite-MDS-superimposed-shotgun


Steel ejectors
Pistol stock in sanded and oiled wood
Golden, textured relaxation
Selective single trigger
Stock length: 372mm
Slope at the busk: 38
Heel slope: 58
Tulip handguard
Packaging: Full suitcase

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


